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Lighting
 

Copper Converters
A range of copper casings that fit over Aqua Signal series 40 lights to give them a pleasing traditional
appearance.  Ideal for classic and traditional boats where modern lights look out of place.  The copper
converter simply slips over the light and is permanently held in place by the bulb holder securing nut.
The result is a light that looks, feels and weathers like a genuine old pattern lamp but, as the converter
only covers the body of the light, all the approved aspects of the bulb and lens remain intact.

Step Light
Guarded step light with heavy ribbed glass, covered by a cast brass guard - polished finish. The rear
box is recessed into the bulkhead with only 1" (24mm) projecting forwards. Ideal for low level
lighting of stairways or other vulnerable interior or sheltered areas. Fitted SBC bulb holder. Max 15w.

Part No. Type
0185/CO/PO Port
0185/CO/ST Starboard
0185/CO/MH Masthead
0185/CO/SN Stern
0185/CO/BI Bi-colour

 

Brass Chrome Width Height Recess
7576/BR/B15 7576/CP/B15 51⁄2" 43⁄8" 11⁄2"

140mm 111mm 38mm

Brass Body Diameter O.A.Diameter Projection
7425/BR 41⁄2"    114mm 6"      150mm 21⁄2"     64mm

Aluminium Body Diameter O.A.Diameter Projection
7425/AL 41⁄2"      114mm 51⁄2"       140mm 23⁄4"       70mm

Weatherproof Guarded Bulkhead Light
Cast in brass, the outside is polished and the inside is painted white to aid
reflection.  The hinged front door has a clear glass, which is protected by a
brass wire guard, and is secured onto its seal with three evenly spaced wing
nuts.  The SBC bulb holder is wired though a brass cable gland and the unit
is surfaced mounted on three legs.

Aluminium Guarded Bulkhead Light
Similar to the above, this light is cast in aluminium and painted white inside
and out.  The clear glass front has aluminium guards and is held in place with
four screws.  A brass gland is fitted to wire the SBC bulb holder.
A semi-recessed version is also available to special order.
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